
Keep an open 111ind
The Southam article, "Conference on

20th Century Disease turns controversial"
(Nov. 25), indicates the Canadian govern
ment's increasing acknowlecgement of a
significant, disabling health problem.
That the Dec. 7 conference organized by
Health and Welfare Canada is "controver
sial" and that "Major medical bodies,
such as the Canadian Psychiatric Associa
tion an~ the Canadian Society of Allergy
and Immunology, do not support the
theory, practice and treatments" of envi
ronmental medicine is not without sur
prise. Clinical ecology challenges many
guiding premises of mainstream
medicine, with particularly strong impli
cations for psychiatry and allergy. In the
book Tired or toxic, expert Dr. Sllerry
Rogers of the Northeast Centre for Envi
ronmental Medicine at Syracuse, New
York, states: "New knOWledge means a
physician must study and some prefer not
to. Also new knowledge serves to outdate
some oUhe older techniques upon which
many base their prestige and income." To

how many opponents of the Dec. 7 meet·
ing does the forgoing apply?

It is tragically amusing that critics
seem most concerned that further legiti
mization of multiple chemical sensitivi
ties (MCS) will affect health-care policy
and that "the health-care system will be
inundated with claims for compensation,
disability and treatment by MCS patients"
and that "compensation claims will bank
rupt the insurance industrv." There is no
apparent regard for the disabled victims
of multiple chemical sensitivities who
struggle to survive.

Those who wishfully think that mul
tiple chemical sensitivities is "silliness"
should recall some decades past when a
few astute physicians first realized that
some persons could react adversely to
corn. A threat to major industry, this too
was ridiculed and suppressed by the
mainstream. And let us not forget the
19th-century physician, Dr. Ignaz
Semmelweis, who was ostracized from
the medical society of Vienna for suggest
ing the contagious nature of post-partum

. infection. Decades passed before the
germ theory of disease was finally
accepted by most doctors. In the interim,
many people needlessly suffered and
died. Health and Welfare Canada has ob
served the many similarities between
mUltiple chemical senSitivities and chro
nic fatigue syndrome (CFS). With this
noted, I quote surgeon Dr. Thomas L.
English,who has endured CFSsince 1987.
His words are as relevant to MCS. "Is CFS
a real disease? I believe it is. I would only
plant ... in the minds of skeptics: what if
you are wrong? What are the conse
quences for your patients?"

Elizabeth Hamilton
Pincourt, Que.
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